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 تست های زبان انگلیسی

 

1-there is a close ……. Between industry and business in this 

country. 

   1-instruction     2-entertainment   3-relashionship  4-endeavor 

2-a French official ….. the need for more cooperation between 

Tehran and Paris at the international scenes. 

     1-reacted     2-relied     3-emphasized    4-stretched 

3-the disturbance in the ……. Of natural gases in the 

atmosphere may put our lives into serious danger. 

       1-information    2-silence    3-balance     4-gesture 

4-my mother was ……. With emotion and started to cry when 

she heard about my success in the exam . 

    1-protected       2-overcome    3-injured      4-released 

5-  if you want to make your speech effective .try to have 

eye….. with your listeners. 

      1-goal     2-design     3-touch    4-contact 

6-when he heard the bad news ,he was…… for a minute or tow 

and then started crying. 
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    1-silent    2-worried    3-embarrassing    4-aware 

7-she never leaves the class without getting ….. from the 

teacher. 

    1-message     2- permission    3-silence      4-expression 

8-he broke his ……  for the first time yesterday and spoke about 

his problems in the company 

   1-endeavour       2-fortune       3-basis    4-silence 

9-although he didn’t succeed in his final exam , he showed 

no….. signs of sadness. 

     1-colorful     2-harmful    3-outward    4-friendly 

10-the kind ……. Expressions of the audience encouraged him to 

go on speaking warmly. 

      1-cultural      2-facial      3-musical     4-unusual 

11-the players …. Angrily to the decision made by the 

committee. 

     1-researched     2-compared    3-stood   4-reacted 

12-……. Means the emotion caused by the nearness or 

possibility of danger or pain. 

     1-safety    2-fear     3-shock    4-bother 
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13-the doctor asked him to breathe deeply so that he could….. 

his lungs. 

    1-effect    2-accept    3-choose   4-check 

14-he is completely……. He won’t tell you lies. 

    1-srrong      2-attractive       3-trustworthy     4-relaxed 

 

15-students often feel …… before an examination especially 

when they are not well-prepared. 

       1-aware     2-comfortable    3-nervouse    4-serious  

16-his excellent …… attracted the attention of the large 

audience. 

     1-excitement     2-presentaton    3-atmosphere   4-emotion 

17-he strongly denied any …. In the murder. 

  1-development    2-involvment    3-movment   4- improvement 

18-don’t put too much…… in what the newspapers say. 

     1-emotion     2- embarrassment   

     3-confidence    4-excitement 
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 19-her latest book ….. the problems of the disabled people in 

any society. 

    1-informs     2-encorages    3-discusses     4-controls 

20-she dislikes her brother’s …… with the group and hates his 

friends as well. 

     1-experiment     2-involvement   3-government   4-payment 

21-the weather is a constant ….. of conversation in Britain. 

     1-pace     2- design     3-topic     4-endeavour 

22-these exercise develop the students reading and writing…… .  

    1-rules      2-skills     3-tests    4-purposes 

23-during  his speech, he …… his voice in order to emphasize 

the importance of some points. 

1- Distracted     2- relaxed     3-reacted    4-raised 

24-in addition to the spoken words, the …… on her face told us 

a lot. 

    1-expression     2-variety    3-message    4-volume 

25-Reza live in Australia now ,so we only see him very….. 

1- Often     2- usually   3- repeatedly    4-occasionally 

26-she seemed very angry and spoke in an impolite….. 
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  1-sound     2- tone     3-humor    4-balance 

27-when Mr. Assadi lost his job. His whole family was in a 

terrible….. 

    1-situation     2-quality   3-posture    4-confidence 

28-she read the whole text without….. . 

    1-task    2- vessel    3-period    4-pause 

29-in this job , you have to have self-….. to make serious 

decisions. 

     1-endeavour    2- confidence   3-control    4-importance 

30-different solutions to the problem of unemployment were 

…… in the meeting. 

    1-behaved   2-discussed    3-processed   4-informed 

31-the old man felt tired of a long walk, stopped and ….. on his 

stick. 

1- Leant     2-bent    3-controlled     4-affected 

32-Richard …… me to the manager for employment in his office. 

    1-realize     2-distracted    3-emphasized    4-introduced 

33- symptoms of the disease ….. tiredness and loss of memory. 

     1-include    2- consist   3-respect    4-feel 
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34-this restaurant served a wide …… of foods. 

    1-quality     2- activity    3- ability    4- variety 

35-he is such a/an…… person that he never cares about his 

parents. 

   1-emotionless   2-excited    3-silent 4-successful 

36-what can we do to ….. her mind from the sorrow  caused  by 

her child’s death? 

      1-define    2- discuss    3-distract     4-deny 

37-young people especially those who don’t have a job feel….. 

about the future. 

     1-anxious      2-trustworthy      3-ashamed     4-attractive 

38-don’t even smoke …… as this my develop into a habit. 

     1-occasionally      2-firmly    3-directly    4-acually 

39-your….. to write in English is tested before taking this 

course. 

     1-feeling   2-presentation    3- ability    4-mood 

40-the suggestion was refused politely but…… by the head of 

the company. 

      1-fashionaby    2-firmly     3- publicly     4-briefly 
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41-i noticed a worried ….. on her face that told me something 

was wrong. 

     1-expression    2-experience      3-experiment   4-excitement 

42-she took a short took at herself in the….. before she left 

home. 

1- Fridge     2-sofa     3-shelf     4-mirror 

43-there’s a close …… between man and his environment 

    1-relashionship    2-communication   

    3-friendship          4-education 

44-parent should ….. their children more in making family 

decisions . 

     1-appoint    2-desire    3-involve     4-personalize 

45-Aspirin has proved to be an…… cure for simple colds and 

headaches. 

    1-active     2-  energetic     3-effective     4-elective 

46-because of his……. Of flying ,he never traveled by plan. 

     1-basis     2-height     3-goal       4-fear 

47-the economic  …… is already very bad, and it is getting 

worse. 

  1-defintion     2-contiuation    3-situation   4-fascination 
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48-you can’t …… a family on what I earn. 

    1-look up    2-operate     3-raise     4-turn up 

49-the wheel must be…. Tightened  before being locked in one 

place. 

  1-commonly      2-consciously   3-firmly     4-mainly 

50-i know from…… that you won’t succeed  if you keep on 

working like this. 

    1-memory      2-observation    3-experience   4-pressure 
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